ABSTRACT Cosmology experiments at mm-wavelengths can detect Planet Nine if it is the size of Neptune, has an effective temperature of 40 K, and is 700 AU from the Sun. It would appear as a ∼30 mJy source at 1 mm with an annual parallax of ∼5 arcmin. The challenge is to distinguish it from the approximately 4000 foreground asteroids brighter than 30 mJy. Fortunately, these asteroids are known to the Minor Planet Center and can be identified because they move across a resolution element in a matter of hours, orders of magnitude faster than Planet Nine. If Planet Nine is smaller, colder, and/or more distant than expected, then it could be as faint as 1 mJy at 1 mm. There are roughly 10 6 asteroids this bright and many are unknown, making current cosmology experiments confusion limited for moving sources. Nonetheless, it may still be possible to find the proverbial needle in the haystack using a matched filter. This would require mm telescopes with high angular resolution and high sensitivity in order to alleviate confusion and to enable the identification of moving sources with relatively short time baselines. Regardless of its mm flux density, searching for Planet Nine would require frequent radio measurements for large swaths of the sky, including the ecliptic and Galactic plane. Even if Planet Nine had already been detected by other means, measuring its mm-flux would constrain its internal energy budget, and therefore help resolve the mystery of Uranus and Neptune, which have vastly different internal heat.
INTRODUCTION
Evidence is mounting for an unseen planet in the Oort cloud (Trujillo & Sheppard 2014; de la Fuente Marcos & de la Fuente Marcos 2014; de la Fuente Marcos et al. 2015; ). This so-called Planet Nine (a.k.a. Planet X, Bowie) betrays its presence by the anisotropic orbits of Sedna-like objects. Astronomers are refining the predictions of Planet Nine's location based on orbital dynamics (de la Fuente Marcos & de la Fuente Marcos 2016), constraints on gravitational perturbations (Fienga et al. 2016) , and constraints on reflected light .
Any object with internal power exceeding incident starlight emits more energy at thermal wavelengths than it reflects. This is likely the case for the purported Planet Nine, a 10M ⊕ planet at ∼700 AU . Even if a planet has negligible internal heat, thermal emission exceeds reflected light if its Bond albedo is less than 50%, as for all Solar System planets other than Venus. These simple facts motivate the search for Planet Nine's blackbody emission.
In this Letter, we propose that cosmology experiments at mm wavelengths are a viable way to search for-and characterize-Planet Nine. In Section 2 we estimate the temperature and thermal radiation of Planet Nine and in Section 3 we estimate its motion through the sky. In Section 4 we show that the point-source sensitivity and angular resolution of many mm cosmology experiments are sufficient to detect and identify Planet Nine. We consider false positives in Section 5, and discuss our findings in Section 6. suggest that Planet Nine is Neptune-mass and at a distance of approximately 700 AU. We use the energy budgets of Neptune and Uranus to place constraints on the internal heat of Planet Nine.
THERMAL FLUX FROM PLANET NINE
The effective temperature of a planet, T eff , is the sum of internal power and absorbed solar power:
rad , where T iso is the temperature the planet would have in isolation, and T rad = (1 − A) 1 4 T equ is the temperature of the planet due solely to stellar radiation (A is Bond albedo and T equ is equilibrium temperature).
We may therefore solve for the temperature a planet would have in the absence of an external energy source:
where ζ is the ratio of total energy output to stellar energy input: ζ ≡ (T eff /T rad ) 4 . Table 1 .3 of Taylor (2010) lists the values of ζ for Uranus and Neptune: 1.06 and 2.52, respectively. In other words, Neptune has greater internal heat than Uranus. Hildebrand et al. (1985) measured the effective temperatures of Uranus and Neptune: T eff = 58 K and 60 K, respectively. This allows us to estimate the isolation temperature of Uranus and Neptune to be T iso = 28 K and 53 K, respectively. We adopt this as a plausible range for Planet Nine.
We next estimate the solar heating at 700 AU. We find that Planet Nine would have a temperature of ∼10 K, in the absence of internal heat and assuming that Planet Nine has the same Bond albedo as Uranus and Neptune (0.30 and 0.29, respectively) . In any case, even in the zero-albedo limit, the energy budget of Planet Nine is dominated by internal heat. The exact albedo is therefore irrelevant.
Since T iso > T rad for Planet Nine (and therefore T 4 iso T 4 rad ), we expect that its effective temperature will be approximately given by its internal temperature: T eff T iso . We therefore expect Planet Nine to have an effective temperature of T eff = 28-53 K, corresponding to a blackbody peak of 50-100 micron. Anyone wishing to detect the thermal emission of this planet had better look in the far-IR and longward. Hildebrand et al. (1985) presented far-infrared fluxes of the Solar System giant planets. Their Figure 8 shows the flux of Uranus and Neptune from 30 to 1000 micron. They found that Uranus had a flux density of F ν = {200, 70} Jy and Neptune has a flux density of F ν = {60, 25} Jy at λ = {500, 1000} micron.
Scaling from Neptune, we obtain a 1 mm flux density of:
where R p is the radius of Planet Nine, R N is the radius of Neptune, and d is Planet Nine's current heliocentric (∼geocentric) distance. This flux is consistent with the planetary evolution models of Linder & Mordasini (2016) and Ginzburg et al. (2016) .
Most cosmology experiments designed to map the cosmic microwave background (CMB) have channels at/near 1 mm (300 GHz), but they are typically optimized for 2 mm radiation (150 GHz). Since F ν ∝ λ −2 on the Rayleigh-Jeans tail, we can extrapolate Planet Nine's flux density to these longer wavelengths:
PROPER MOTION OF PLANET NINE
Solar System objects move in the sky relative to the Earth due to both their own and Earth's orbital motion.
Neglecting Earth's orbital motion, the proper motion of a Solar System body on a circular orbit is µ orb = 2π/P , where P is the object's orbital period. Using Kepler's Third Law, we get
or, in the units of Kuiper Belt aficionados,
Given the eccentricity range predicted by , the instantaneous orbital motion of planet nine could be a factor of 2-3 greater than this estimate.
Neglecting an object's orbital motion, its annual parallax as seen from Earth is p = (d/pc) −1 arcseconds. For Planet Nine, this gives a parallax of
The amplitude of the parallax motion seen from Earth is roughly 2p per 6 months, or
The instantaneous motion can be somewhat greater than this at opposition. Note, however, that mm telescopes exhibit no preference for opposition since they can operate during the day. We therefore expect Planet Nine to move a few arcseconds per day, mostly due to parallax.
DETECTING PLANET NINE WITH CMB EXPERIMENTS
In order to find Planet Nine, a mm telescope needs sufficient point-source sensitivity to detect the object, and sufficient angular resolution to see its parallactic motion. The sensitivity of mm telescopes depends not only on their collecting area, but also the number of detectors. The angular resolution of mm telescopes, on the other hand, is simply related to their diameter, since they are nearly diffraction limited in most cases. In other words, a small telescope with cutting-edge detectors may be sensitive to the mm flux of Planet Nine, but it is unlikely to resolve its sky motion. We now briefly discuss current and planned CMB experiments (also summarized in Figure 1 ). Figure 4 of (Fich 2014) suggests that the South Pole Telescope (SPT) and CCAT (with first generation instruments) have a 5σ point-source detection limit of 1 mJy at 1 mm for a fiducial 1 hour scan of a 1 square degree field. At that scan rate, a 1 year cosmological experiment could survey 365×24 = 8760 square degrees, or 20% of the sky. This is large enough to put useful constraints on the location and luminosity of Planet Nine.
Alternatively, the same instruments could survey 80% of the sky in one year down to 2 mJy at 1 mm (in practice SPT can only access half the sky because it is located at the South Pole). The optimal strategy to search for Planet Nine would be to map the maximum area of the sky every few months in order to resolve its parallactic motion. For example, SPT could scan the entire Southern sky down to 4 mJy at 1 mm in under 3 months.
If Planet Nine has a 1 mm flux of 30 mJy, then it should be robustly detected by SPT or CCAT within an hour using the fiducial scan strategy of 1 square degree per hour, or any of the other scan strategies described above. SCUBA-2 ( Thompson et al. 2007 ) and JCMT (Moore et al. 2015) , however, are unlikely to be sensitive to Planet Nine unless it is significantly brighter than we predict.
SPT has an angular resolution of one arcminute (Ruhl et al. 2004) , so the parallax of Planet Nine is resolvable, and its motion is detectable with a few months baseline. CCAT will have an angular resolution of ten arcseconds (Fich 2014) , so the motion of Planet Nine would be easily detectable within a couple weeks. Planck has a resolution of 5 arcmin (Cremonese et al. 2002) , and can therefore just resolve the parallactic motion of Planet Nine. The mission's point-source sensitivity, however, is insufficient to robustly detect Planet Nine unless it is hotter and/or closer than expected.
Advanced ACTPol (Henderson et al. 2015) will observe 40% of the sky and will have both the point source sensitivity and angular resolution to detect and identify Planet Nine. Finally, CMB-S4 (Abazajian et al. 2013) will observe half of the sky with exquisite sensitivity, but it may only have an angular resolution of 3 arcmin, which would barely allow it to resolve Planet Nine's parallax. As a general rule, mm telescopes are nearly diffraction limited, so a 5 m telescope has 1 arcmin resolution at 1 mm; this is the smallest telescope that could convincingly resolve the parallax of Planet Nine if it is at 700 AU. The 12 arcmin beam of BICEP (BICEP2 and Keck Array Collaborations et al. 2015) , for example, is unable to resolve the parallax motion of Planet Nine.
FALSE POSITIVES
Planet Nine will not be the only moving mm source. Here we consider false positives, some of which may be worthy targets in their own right. Researchers have previously studied the use of CMB experiments to study Solar System objects, and the non-Gaussian noise that unresolved bodies contribute to mm maps (Babich et al. 2007; Babich & Loeb 2009; Maris & Burigana 2009 ).
Stars
Even the stars with the greatest proper motions move orders of magnitude slower than Planet Nine: 0.03 arcsec/day. Stars are also radio quiet and hence much fainter than Planet Nine: there are only a handful of stars in the 10-100 mJy range at 1 mm (Müller et al. 2014 ). Redman et al. (1995) reported the mm flux densities of asteroids at opposition. They find that the cumulative distribution of asteroids is roughly a power law down to 30 mJy, and they estimate that there are 4000 asteroids at least this bright after accounting for incompleteness (a factor of 2). By comparison with Terai et al. (2013) , this roughly corresponds to all asteroids greater than 20 km in diameter.
Asteroids
Most asteroids at any given moment are not at opposition. Since the nightsides of asteroids are cooler, they are less bright than the daysides. But mm-radiation originates from relatively deep in the asteroid, where the diurnal cycle is attenuated, so asteroids should have muted phase variations at these wavelengths. Asteroids at opposition are roughly a factor of two closer to Earth, however, and hence a factor of four brighter than asteroids that are 60
• from the Sun. Applying this factor to the steep power law in size and mm brightness, we expect 10× fewer asteroids at sky locations 60
• from the Sun than at opposition.
We treat the asteroid belt as being 10
• wide and centered on the ecliptic (a rough approximation of Minton & Malhotra 2010) . The asteroid belt therefore occupies approximately 360×10 = 3600 square degrees on the sky. At the SPT angular resolution of 1 arcmin, the asteroid belt therefore spans 60 × 60 × 3600 ≈ 1.3 × 10 7 resolution elements. We therefore expect an F ν > 30 mJy asteroid per every few thousand resolution elements, so we are far from the confusion-limit.
For the most distant Main Belt asteroids (4 AU; Minton & Malhotra 2010), we estimate proper motions of µ orb ≈ 12 arcmin/day and µ par ≈ 10 arcmin/day. In other words, although there will be thousands of asteroids comparably bright to Planet Nine at mm wavelengths, they will move orders of magnitude faster, and their motion in the sky will be roughly equal parts proper motion and parallax.
Trans-Neptunian Objects
Like Planet Nine, Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs) move slowly, mostly due to parallax. Fortunately, only the very brightest of these objects would have comparable mm flux to Planet Nine: Pluto is 10-20 mJy (Greaves et al. 2015) , while Eris is about 1 mJy (Bertoldi et al. 2006) . But even here, TNOs betray themselves by their relatively large parallax. The only way for an object to have Planet Nine's parallax is for it to be at Planet Nine's distance from the Sun. And at those distances, only a bona fide planet could have a 1 mm flux density of 30 mJy. In other words, the only false positive for Planet Nine is another planet, which would be an equally exciting discovery.
DISCUSSION
In order to detect Planet Nine, one needs to construct a mm map of the sky every few months and search for a ∼30 mJy source with annual parallax of ∼5 arcmin (Figure 1 ). This is within reach of many current and planned cosmology experiments, provided they map large swaths of the sky and return to the same regions every few months. This is a mode of operation that is easily accessiblebut not guaranteed-for cosmology surveys. Some experiments will tile smaller fields and then move on, coming back once in a while or never. Others survey large swaths over and over-this strategy is ideally suited for piggybacking Solar System science. Even in the worst case scenario of one and done, it takes a month or two to get to survey depth on a few hundred square degrees, during which the parallax motion of Planet Nine might betray its presence in a datacube.
Difference imaging at mm wavelengths will reveal stationary flickering AGN (e.g., Hobbs & Dent 1977) and rapidly moving asteroids. Critically, asteroids move orders of magnitude faster on the sky than Planet Nine. If Planet Nine is as radio bright as we predict, then there are sufficiently few foreground asteroids that they can be spatially resolved and tracked with hourly observations. Note that CMB experiments need not "discover" these asteroids: any object as mm-bright as 30 mJy is already in the Minor Planet Center (MPC) archive. There is no other object with both parallax and mm flux within an order of magnitude of Planet Nine. Stars are mostly fainter and all move much slower. There are roughly 4000 asteroids at least as bright as Planet Nine, and many more that are fainter, but they all move orders of magnitude faster. The largest Trans-Neptunian Objects, Pluto and Eris, are most similar to Planet Nine, but still move >10× faster. The blue lines show the angular resolution and point-source sensitivity of current and planned CMB experiments. The sensitivities are approximate because of the unknown scan strategy of future experiments, and because the reported numbers are for stationary sources: a moving source is less susceptible to confusion noise, but will require difference imaging. Only experiments that can detect Planet Nine's mm flux and resolve its parallax motion can hope to discover it-this rules out Planck, unless Planet Nine is closer and brighter than we have assumed here. Of the cosmology experiments that could identify the planet, those with greater sky coverage are better bets. This tips the scales in favor of Advanced ACTPol or CMB-S4.
Planet Nine by measuring its mm flux would help inform interior models of Uranus, Neptune, and possibly sub-Neptune exoplanets.
What if Planet Nine is Fainter?
If our assumptions about Planet Nine are wildly off then it could be much fainter. Lack of any internal heat source would lead to an effective temperature of ∼10 K if it has a similar Bond albedo to Uranus and Neptune, while a rocky planet of the same mass would be smaller. Lastly, if Planet Nine lies at 1000 instead of 700 AU, then its flux would be halved. If we conservatively adopt all of these scenarios, then the 1 mm flux density of Planet Nine could be as low as 1 mJy. This pessimistic scenario does not change our basic conclusion: Planet Nine-and its parallax motion-would still be detectable with many mm telescopes. Nonetheless, the search would be more challenging.
If Planet Nine is only a few mJy then there are many more false positives. The brightness distribution of asteroids is steep: extrapolating the power law of Redman et al. (1995) down to flux densities of 1 mJy yields 10 6 asteroids. About 7 × 10 5 of these asteroids are already in the MPC archives, of which roughly 5 × 10 5 have sufficiently precise ephemerides to predict in which arcmin×arcmin resolution element they lie (Tedesco & Desert 2002; Bottke et al. 2005) . The Large Synoptic Sky Survey (LSST) will find and track all of these-and many more-within half a decade of operations (Jones et al. 2016 ). Nonetheless, near-term CMB experiments with sensitivities of 1 mJy have the potential to significantly increase the number of known asteroids.
If we adopt the same 10 degree wide asteroid belt as above, we find that next-generation mm telescopes with 10 arcsec resolution will not be confusion limited, even for a fainter Planet Nine. Current telescopes such as SPT, however, are at the confusion limit near the ecliptic plane: 1 asteroid for every 10 resolution elements (Franceschini 1982) . In this more daunting regime, there are two approaches for dealing with foreground asteroids: 1) treat them as noise that can be averaged over, or 2) identify and remove asteroids from the map. We consider each strategy in turn.
If ∼20 days of mm observations are combined into a single mm-map, the asteroids will have moved a few degrees over the course of the observations. They will therefore appear as streaks in the map. Subtracting two such maps with millions of streaks each will therefore produce a proverbial haystack of streaks (half negative and half positive) with millions of apparent point sources at the intersections of streaks (since no two asteroids have exactly the same mm flux). This haystack is further complicated by the fact that the flux from individual asteroids varies in time due to rotational effects (non-spherical shape and non-uniform albedo). It is not obvious how to identify a faint slowly-moving point-source in this mess.
We instead advocate to search for Planet Nine in the RA-DEC-time data cube. Asteroids will move from one resolution element to the next in approximately 2 hours. By stacking images taken within an hour of each other, and comparing this hourly average to the following hourly average, asteroids can be identified. Planet Nine will not move appreciably on this timescale, but will show up when comparing images taken weeks-months apart. This seems like a surmountable problem of matched filtering that should be studied in more detail.
If Planet Nine is smaller and/or more distant than we have assumed, then it will be harder to detect with mm telescopes, but doubly so at optical and near-IR wavelengths, given the 1/d 4 dependence of reflected sunlight.
A search at mm wavelengths is only hopeless if Planet Nine has no internal heat and has an albedo much greater than 50%; such an ice-ball would be easier to discover via an optical search. Fortunately, cosmologists have designed optical all-sky surveys that may be up to the task (LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009 ).
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